
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Name: ___________________          Date: _______________________ 

Dear Grade 3 Families, 

     Thank-you to all families who were able to come to parent/teacher interviews this week! 

In Language Arts, we completed our descriptive “Scarecrow” paragraphs. We started by brainstorming different 

topics and filling in a writing organizer. We then learned how to take our ideas and turn them into a paragraph.  

     In readers workshop we continued to talk about different ways readers can understand a story. We continue to 

do comprehension checks (who is in the story, and what’s happened) as this is super important when we read. We 

also reviewed about how avid readers create visuals in their heads. They can think about what the character looks 

like, what it’s doing, and how it might react. We then discussed about making predictions while we read. We can do 

this by using the information in the story that we already know to help us make a prediction of what might happen 

next.  

     In Science, we learned about what erosion was, and what’re some ways to prevent erosion from happening. We 

conducted two experiments where we used both wind (a hairdryer) and rain (water) to see how it eroded soil.  We 

also completed out Rocks and Minerals Unit with our test on Thursday. 

     In Social, this week we discussed the election results and compared the real election results with the student 

Vote we did last Friday.  We also began talking about how Peru, Tunisia, Ukraine and India make decisions in their 

countries.   

     Health Day (Which was on Friday Oct 18th) was a great success! The 1-3 classes had the opportunity to learn 

about some very important health concepts Friday afternoon. They learned about fire safety, Halloween safety, 

how to do dance, and about dental health.  
 

 

Important Dates 
• Pizza Hot Lunch Fundraiser on Monday October 28th 

• Library & Spelling Test – Wednesday  

• Halloween Activities – Thursday Oct. 31st: Please send your child’s costume to school with them.  We will change 

after lunch and our costume parade will start around 12:45. Please feel free to join us for the afternoon.  We 

will be going singing shortly after the parade & we will watch a short show when we get back.   

 Learning Goal: Describe ways in which rocks break down to 

become soil.  

 

1. What’re two ways that we’ve discussed in 

class that cause erosion: 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

 

2. What’re 3 ways that can help prevent 

erosion from happening:  

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

 

Learning Goal: I can recognize and spell high 

frequency words. 

This Week’s Words 

1._____________________ 

2._____________________ 

3._____________________ 

4._____________________ 

5._____________________ 

6._____________________ 

7._____________________ 

8._____________________ 

9._____________________ 

10.____________________ 

 Learning Goal: use adjectives and adverbs to add interest and detail. 

Underline the nouns in red, the verbs in blue and the adjectives in yellow. 

 

The large, fluffy dog jumped over the orange cat. 

 

My happy daughter chewed on a dirty spoon that she found on the 

floor. 
 


